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2011-2012

“Our Vision is to eradicate unemployment and other legacies 
of injustice in South Africa and Africa”

“Our Mission is to develop people, especially unemployed 
people, socially, economically, emotionally and spiritually”

ManageMent 
RepoRt
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The theme for the year was striving for the “Ten Percent Zone” - the 

TPZ.  As defined by LtE, this is the last 10% needed to take a job of 

work from a rating of good (90%) to excellent (100%).

This TPZ concept was well illustrated at the Mexico City Olympic Games 

of 1968. At 7pm on 20 October, when only a few thousand spectators 

remained, a lone figure wearing number 36 and the colours of Tanzania 

entered the stadium. His name was John Stephen Akhwari and he was 

the last man to finish the marathon. During the course of the race he had 

fallen and injured his knee and ankle causing him to hobble around the 

400-metre track to the finish line.

When a reporter asked Akhwari the question on everyone’s mind: “Why 

did you continue the race after you were so badly injured?” He replied, 

“My country did not send me 7,000 miles to start the race. They sent me 

7,000 miles to finish it.”

Certainly this is something we can acknowledge and bear witness to 

through this report - the challenge of the call - not only to start the race but 

to run it with endurance and excellence.

Introduction
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Events and Media

We were somewhat bemused by the demonstration of competitiveness of 

individuals and groups for victory in our Quiz Night and Dinner held at 

Mutual Park, Pinelands on 29 July 2011. However, we are in no doubt that 

this should be an event to be repeated as all 214 people in attendance 

thoroughly enjoyed the evening.

The 9th annual golf day was held at De Zalze in March 2012. Yet again 

it was a great success raising R80,000 for developing unemployed 

people. Even though this event continues to be a highlight on many golfers’ 

calendars and the LtE team have the planning and preparation down to a 

fine art, we have decided that the 2013 golf day - our 10th - will be the last 

for a while. The golf day will be replaced by a quiz night, which will allow 

for greater participation by people from a wider cross section. This will be 

complimented by a formal dinner later in the year.

There have been numerous opportunities afforded to LtE for exposure in 

the media and at public events. The opportunity to present the LtE model 

at the IDEA Design Conference in Pretoria in September 2011, which was 

organised by the Pretoria Institute for Architecture, proved to be a good 

networking exercise, to the benefit of GetOn in Pretoria, a Learn to Earn 

Association member.

LtE was featured in Hermanus’ local Splash magazine, on Whale FM 

radio station and at the Nelson Mandela’s Children Fund Legacy Canvas 

function in the Cape Town City Hall. Being the only other organisation 

(besides the NMCF) featured at this event gave us huge exposure to the 

large number of high profile guests. The tfg Project also enjoyed coverage 

in the Big Issue magazine. Numerous other opportunities are mentioned 

under the reports from the various branches.

LtE was featured in Hermanus’ local Splash magazine, on Whale FM radio station and at 
the Nelson Mandela’s Children Fund Legacy Canvas function in the Cape Town City Hall 
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Through an enormous effort from our training staff we have trained more 

people than ever before. A total of 516 people registered (an increase of 

49%) for training, of whom 451 completed various courses, representing 

an 87% completion rate. While this is 2% less than the previous year it is 

similar to two years ago. Of the 451 people successfully trained, 19 were 

part of an external training contract for Pioneer Foods. The balance of 

432 people were all unemployed. Of these, 12 have gone on to tertiary 

education due to the input and assistance of LtE, mainly because of our 

year-long Graphic Design course which is designed as an attributive / 

bridging course in partnership with various tertiary institutions. However, 

this year, through their own initiative, a further 22 (5%) of our students are 

studying at various tertiary institutions. As Thembakazi Stockholom (Office 

Admin, Khayelitsha 2012 and tfg Retail student) says “LtE gave me skills to 

think, to want more out of life, to appreciate learning, to believe in myself 

and to be able to communicate with other people.”

Training

“LtE gave me skills to think, to want more out of life, 
to appreciate learning, to believe in myself and 
to be able to communicate with other people.”
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Of the 432 people trained at Learn to Earn, 312 have become 

economically active representing a 72% success rate. This includes 

the 12 people who are in further educational opportunities due to our 

interventions. If we exclude the latter, the success rate decreased to 

69% for the period under review. These figures exclude employment 

status information regarding the 49 graduates (11%) who were 

uncontactable, (this uncontactable figure has increased from 3% or 

9 graduates in number last year). The economic activity figure also 

excludes the 22 (5%) graduates who have entered into further studies 

on their own initiative. 

Despite the drop of 4% in economic activity rate from 76% to 72%, it 

represents 81 more people who have either become economically active 

or entered into tertiary studies. To manage such an increase in students 

without the placement officer position filled is a real testimony to the 

combined effort by the staff.

What is significant is the constant growth in the entrepreneurial rate of 

LtE graduates. Sixteen percent or 68 individuals have started their own 

businesses or are self-employed, up from 39 the year before. (This figure is 

an increase of 57% on the previous year.) 

This increase of 57% clearly reiterates the need for E³ (E-Cubed is our 

Enterprise Enabling Environment Department). The challenge is to draw 

these individuals into the E³ programme to be mentored further and to 

grow the department from the current 4 entrepreneurs. This department 

is significant for our corporate partners as it relates to their BBBEE (Broad 

Based Black Economic Empowerment) scorecard.

The E³ facilitator vacancy was filled by Christopher Rutledge who has come 

to us with a business background. During the year Chris was seconded to 

managing the BRC for 6 months after the resignation of Andrew Lane. 

Neil van Niekerk was employed on a contract basis to assist in the E³ 

department for 6 months.

Elsewhere in this report is a detailed account on the Business Resource 

Centre’s activities and the performance thereof. The BRC increased its 

turnover by R500,000 but unfortunately was unable to significantly reduce 

costs. Although still not breaking even, it is making strides towards being a 

sustainable social enterprise.

Trading and Enterprise Development
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The Feel Good Project

LtE Association

The strap phrase of “Doing good never goes out of fashion” holds true for this 

partnership with the TFG Group on the feel good Project . As a fully sustainable 

social enterprise, maintaining a 80% repeat customer loyalty base, it has seen 

the year-on-year trading increase by 27%, falling just short of R6 million in 

turnover. It also impacted 50 people by training them in various aspects of retail 

business, from warehousing and invisible mending to dispatching and shop floor 

sales. A detailed report is contained within this report.

As part of the formalisation process of this aspect of LtE we have established a 

board and appointed our former Khayelitsha Branch Manager (1999 – 2004), 

Paul Sturrock, as Association Co-ordinator. After spending time with LtE and then 

consulting to other organisations, Paul brings a broad scope of experience to this 

position. A more detailed report on the latest developments in the department is 

contained elsewhere in this report.
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We hear reports monthly of Not for Profit organisations reducing staff or 

facing closure because of the difficult funding environment. In fact one 

of our Association members, The Swartland Development Trust was one 

such case. The funding environment remains difficult given the on-going 

economic downturn however sustainability goes beyond just having funds 

in hand. 

We are eternally gratefully to God and humbled for His continued 

provision which saw us post an income of just under R8 million for the year, 

R650,000 down on last year (mainly due to timing issues). The overall 

financial situation remains healthy for which we are extremely appreciative 

and thankful to our partners and our donors. A detailed financial report is 

contained within this report with audited financials available upon request. 

Eradicating poverty requires strategic and innovative partnerships and a 

huge effort but it is not an impossible task, we just need to have the will 

and desire to do so in partnership with the unemployed, “a hand up – not 

a hand out”. 

Finances Staff and Volunteers

The governance of an organisation is a critical factor in the 

sustainability of an organisation especially when it is coupled 

with tenure.  As such, we are extremely grateful for the 10 

years of service rendered to LtE by Mark Anderson, Alex 

Cotchobos and Charles Amos.  As Director, I also want to 

extend our appreciation and thanks to Jerry van Niekerk for 

his role as chairman this past year.

Thank you to all the staff, board members and our other 

volunteers for once again bringing about significant change, 

directly or indirectly, in the lives of unemployed people.  

Hopefully generations to come will salute you for your effort 

and the faith you put in them. Thank you!

Roché van Wyk  Jerry van Niekerk

Director   Chairperson
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aSSoCIatIon 
RepoRt

The Swartland 
Development Foundation

-malmesbury

Phambili nge Themba
-langa,cape town

Fisantekraal Centre 
for Development

-durbanville,cape town
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Paul Sturrock was appointed in April 2011 to coordinate the Association and a board 

was appointed in August. Relationships with associates were reviewed and energy 

focussed on those which were committed to the mutual benefit of the partnership.

In June, LtE took on the management of GetOn Skills Development, an associate 

near Pretoria. The goal was to build capacity within GetOn and to enable it to be 

sustainable. It has been a valuable learning experience in understanding what’s 

involved in impacting another organisation. The challenges at GetOn have included: 

snakes, lightning damage, electricity cable theft, a disastrous bus, the bus driver’s 

finger being amputated due to injury, as well as the normal issues in an organisational 

change management process. However, it was encouraging to see the increase in 

student numbers, graduates finding employment, a new Point of Sale course started 

and staff buying into a vision to develop unemployed people. A new manager was 

recruited (to start April 2012), and negotiations were started to relocate GetOn to 

Pretoria West which will have strategic benefits for students and the organisation.

As part of the national roll out of the Bake for Profit course, training was started at 

Ethembeni, an HIV/AIDS ministry outside Howick in KZN, and Heartlines in Darling. 

Illana and Neville Goodwin (a past Chairperson of LtE) piloted the course in Darling. 

In both communities, where unemployment is high, there was great excitement and 

pride as students sold their products and earned their own money.

The LtE Association Network

Sophumelela
-east london

Future Visions
-rustenburg

GetOn 
Foundation

-atteridgeville

Equip skills 
for Living

-Fontainebleau, 
gauteng
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Some feedback from associates:

“Our affiliation with LtE has been the most significant and vital contributor 
to the progress we have made as an organisation over the last few 
years. Their collective wisdom and generous spirit, have enabled us 
to navigate through the usual birth pains of a new organisation with 
faith and confidence.” Grant Hopkins, Fisantékraal Centre for Development

“Learn to Earn became involved in Phambili ngeThemba at a critical 
stage in our development as an organisation. They helped us to 
develop a research tool to specifically engage with the Langa 
residential community and surrounding business communities in a 
way that would provide jobs for the unemployed and bring hope. 
Through our membership of the Learn to Earn Association they have 
continued to walk with us along the way. I am incredibly grateful 
for their expertise and valuable assistance in the difficult task of 
community development.” Tim Black, Phambili ngeThemba

We value the partnerships with our associates 

in contributing towards the eradication of 

unemployment in our country.

Paul Sturrock

Association Co-ordinator
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“Our true test of faith comes about when we are not moved by what we 

see, but when we put our full trust in God, believing that he will carry us 

safely through our trying circumstances”.

Living through another year of financial crises and looking back at how 

blessed we have been amidst these circumstances, is truly a confirmation 

of God’s faithfulness.

It was a dream come true for Lubabalo Faltein, the first Learn to Earn 

Graphic Design student to finish his BA degree at Stellenbosch University 

with distinction. Lubabalo said, “I managed to reach my dream because of 

the strong foundation Learn to Earn laid for me during the year I spent there 

as a student”. During the same year he completed his degree, he was also 

nominated as a finalist for the Loerie Awards in Design. 

During 2011, our Graphic Design students were exposed to many 

opportunities to enhance their learning and gain deeper insight and 

understanding into their studies. They attended the Design Indaba Expo in 

Cape Town; were invited on work shadow programmes with Amperzand 

and Ramsey Media; had an opportunity with Cape Town School of 

Khayelitsha
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Photography to be exposed to their first professional studio experience. On 

November 22, Stellenbosch University availed their Dorp Street Gallery 

for the showcasing of our students’ work for a whole week. For the students 

it was the most momentous experience of their lives to see their work 

showcased and appreciated by so many people.

Five of our students were invited to Parliament to participate in a debate 

with other youth on some of our country’s most pressing issues. One of the 

students was very moved by the experience and said, “It is good for youth 

to provide input into important issues that affect our country and an eye 

opener to us to experience how change is brought about through debate 

in order to find the correct solutions for our country’s challenges.  

The revival of the Bake for Profit course in May 2011 provided an opportunity 

to students to successfully complete and start up mini businesses in their 

community. This amazing course equips students with a skill to generate an 

income for themselves after only the second lesson. During the eight week 

course, students attend practical training once a week and are nurtured 

in life skills and discipleship training programme during another day, to 

rebuild and strengthen their emotional wellbeing. The programme’s success 

can also be contributed to the support and partnership with organizations 

such as Premier Foods, The National Lottery and The City of Cape Town, 

who believe in our vision for the communities we serve. The programme has 

also been shared with our Associate Partners and their communities who 

are also reaping the benefit of this remarkable course  

Looking back over the year, we thank God for the grace he has shown us 

in so many ways. He has carried us through many difficult periods and has 

demonstrated his unwavering commitment, to teach us to trust in His promises.

Martin Isaacs

Khayelitsha Branch Manager 
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STUDENT NUMBERS REGISTERED COMPLETED

Bake for profit 80 63

Basic Computers 108 103

Business Skills 29 29

graphic Design 12 11

office admin 36 36

Sewing 72 68

Woodwork 24 20

Business Skills (external-pioneer Foods) 23 19

TOTAL: 277 243

Khayelitsha Branch Report
1st April 2011 – 31st March 2012
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STUDENT NUMBERS REGISTERED COMPLETED

Bake for profit 38 30

Basic Computers 45 38

Cater Care 11 9

Home Management 12 12

Sewing 26 13

TOTAL: 132 102

Hermanus Branch Report
1st April 2011 – 31st March 2012
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The most striking aspect of the past financial year at Hermanus was the 

amazing growth in student numbers by 80% from 57 the year before to 

132 this past year. This was the result of several factors. The extra effort and 

hard work put in by the team at the branch and the two new courses which 

were added – a Basic Computer skills course and a Cater Care course 

which focuses on table-waiting and entry-level chef skills. 

We have been both intrigued and concerned about the high level of 

interest shown in the Basic Computer skills class. The concern is because 

it would seem that our schools are still not able to reach all students and 

provide basic computer literacy. Nonetheless – Learn to Earn, Hermanus 

was able to fill in the gap and offer 6 courses over the period. We are very 

grateful to Malan Erasmus, a long-time supporter of Learn to Earn, who had 

previously offered the Life Skills module, for stepping in and volunteering to 

run this course for us. From identifying the on-button to being able to email 

your own CV in three short weeks. What is even more remarkable about 

the course is that 32 of the 38 students who completed the course have 

now been placed and are economically active.

The Cater Care course was introduced to meet a market need. Of the 

9 students who completed the course in the year, 6 have found work or 

have been placed at various restaurants around the town and a further 

one student has started up her own Baking business. The varied nature 

of the course required a wide range of equipment and training materials. 

This success on sourcing and implementing this was a real staff team effort. 

During the period we also ran 4 Bake for Profit classes with 30 students 

who completed the course – 12 of whom report that they are now running 

their own small businesses. Thirteen Sewing graduates completed their 

training and 9 of these ladies are now economically active while another 

2 are studying further. We were unhappy with the high number of dropouts 

on this course and are exploring the various reasons why this occurred. 

Of the 12 Home Management graduates, 10 are employed and only 1 

remains unemployed with the other person currently uncontactable.

The concerted effort by the Hermanus staff members to market in a holistic 

manner paid major dividends. An example of such marketing would be – 

Hermanus
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Leeanne van Vuuren, our BRC Supervisor might approach a guest house 

to make linen or décor items but also advise them that we could train their 

staff on a Home Management course, provide new staff from our pool of 

graduates, offer an interesting (and delicious) experience for their guests to 

visit the campus and enjoy a meal in the coffee shop and offer a shopping 

experience involving hand made products and home-made goods.

Of the 102 students who graduated in the period, 20 started up 

entrepreneurial activity, 17 were placed by LtE, 48 (an encouraging 

number) found work for themselves and 1 joined the BRC’s Zakhele 

programme – a remarkable 84% activity rate, despite the fact that 3 

people were uncontactable.  Well done to the team for making our vision 

a clear reality in the Overberg community.

Susan Wishart 

General Manger 
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The Learn to Earn Business Resource Centre has as its main purpose 

the facilitation of business opportunities and entrepreneurship and 

replication of the Learn to Earn model nationally. While the aspects 

of entrepreneurial development and the association model are dealt 

with elsewhere, the focus of this report is the ‘economic’ ponds we try 

to create for the graduates of Learn to Earn who have been taught 

how to ‘fish’.

At present, the focus of the Business Resource Centre is facilitation of 

sewing business opportunities, although from time to time woodwork and 

graphic design contracts are taken on. In this regard 69 people were given 

opportunities to earn an income and grow in skill and confidence to prepare 

them for placement or for self-employment opportunities in 2011 and 2012. 

This compares well to the 53 students who had the opportunity the year 

before – some of these are the same group but a structured process of 

filtering students through the programme was an innovation introduced in 

January 2012 and we will see a turnover of people going forward as we 

seek to move Zakhele workers into more permanent employment.

The turnover of the BRC increased by an excellent 37% from R1,533,833 

to R2,096,620 – but, despite reaching the R2 million mark for the first time, 

regrettably, we are still not in a break-even position as we face the same 

challenges as the rest of the clothing and textile industry in South Africa. 

Although the main focus of the BRC is not to make a profit – after all it is a Non-

Profit Company – it still seeks to be self-sustainable and, ultimately, to add 

support of the LtE Training Project to its objective of providing opportunities to 

the graduates. As a result, a process of review was conducted by the Board 

and with the assistance of the BRC Manager, Andrew Lane and E³ Facilitator, 

Christopher Rutledge, a series of short-term and long-term strategies were 

introduced to re-position the BRC.

The employment of contractors on fixed-term contracts facilitating stabilising 

the costing process, setting up of production lines and clearer delineation 

of roles are some of these strategies. This has been a positive step for the 

Business Resource Centre
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BRC and we look forward to the introduction of further measures and on-

going partnerships to grow the market for our graduates.

There were changes to the team during the period - we bade farewell to 

Thandiwe Sikiti, our Zakhele Sewing Manager in July 2011 and welcomed 

Vuyokazi  Mnukwa in her place. Thandi has gone into business with her 

family and we wish her everything of the best. Harriet Isaacs came on 

board as sample-hand in the period but, unfortunately moved on again. 

Terri Caswell joined as PA to the Manager. We also said farewell to 

Andrew Lane at the end of 2011 after 4 years of service at the helm of the 

BRC. We are grateful for his input to the project and his enthusiasm for LtE.

The BRC staff members in the 2011/2012 reporting period – Andrew, 

Zodwa Ndlovu, Thandi, Vuyokazi, Harriet and Terri in Khayelitsha and 

Leeanne in Hermanus have made every effort to support the graduates 

within their departments and are to be commended for the care and 

energy with which they interact with the contractors.

Highlights for the period include creating 70,000 anti-ivory poaching 

ribbons for the International Fund for Animal Welfare – this created 

opportunity not only for LtE but also 5 other NGOs around the City who 

we roped in to assist. We had a standing order with the University of 

Stellenbosch Business School to produce conference bags – over 3,000 

bags were produced in the period and the contract was renewed for the next 

financial year. Leeanne and the abalone team have continued to produce 

items for the abalone farms – with half a million rand of the total BRC turnover 

coming from that small team of 4 people.

Despite the financial challenges for this year, our graduates continue 

to be supported by the staff members to grow and develop. We look 

forward to the evolution of the department as the new ideas and 

strategies are implemented.

Susan Wishart

General Manager
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All Economically Active Graduates Entrepreneurs Employed* Zakhele tfg Totals
Studying 

Further
Final Total

trained in current year 68 127  6 28 229 30 262

non-graduates given 
economic opportunities

 2 2

previously trained students became 
economically active

 39

(17 IFaW)

30 69

TOTAL: 2011 - 2012 300 30

TOTAL: 2010 - 2011 221

*placed by Lte or found own work

Economically Active Graduates
2011 - 2012
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Key measures summary for LtE 
Khayelitsha & Hermanus  2011 - 2012

NUMBER OF 

STUDENTS
PERCENTAGES

Registered at Lte 516 49% increase on 2011

Completed Lte training 451 87% completion rate

Completed Lte training (internal) 432***

economically active total (as per Lte intervention excl. external students) 300 69% rate of economic activity*

graduates in further education (as per Lte intervention) 12 72% rate of economic activity or in further education**

graduates that are self-employed or entrepreneurs 68 16% of graduates are self-employed or entrepreneurs

graduates who are studying further (own initiative) 22 5%

graduates that cannot be contacted for follow-up 49 11% uncontactable***

*not adjusted to take into account overlap of time periods
**through our graphic Design bridging course, other Lte courses or learnership opportunities
***all external students are currently employed therefore excl. from stats
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The building of an environment in which budding 
entrepreneurs are able to grow and prosper 
continues to emerge and take shape two years 
after the idea was first approved by the 
Executive Board.

The process of building the infrastructure to add real value to the aspiring 

businesses which have formed part of the E3 Programme has taken on 

a momentum of its own. A Portfolio of Evidence for each beneficiary on 

the program as well as a range of baseline measurements and regular 

quarterly assessments, measured against the baseline are some of the 

requirements. The entrepreneurs are given weekly challenges to adapt 

their theoretical learning into practical sustainable interventions in their 

business. These interventions are regularly evaluated for their effectiveness 

and their contribution to the overall development of the business and the 

entrepreneur. All of the businesses have shown consistent growth and the 

programme has ensured that the entrepreneurs are assisted in their efforts 

to gain access to new markets while acquiring new marketing and sales skills. 

In the period under review, four businesses were being mentored by the E³ 

department – namely Sweet & Lovely Catering, Mandela Park Mosaics, 

Gilberts Catering and the newly established Ghetto Manskap.

Mandela Park Mosaics operations moved back to Hout Bay and the 

team worked on items for the Khayelitsha Hospital as well as the new 

Disa Primary School. During the reporting time frame the ownership and 

management of Mandela Park Mosaics was taken over by Jan and Dan 

Palm. We wish them every success with the future growth of the business. 

E3 – Enterprise Enabling Environment 
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We also officially welcomed LtE graduate Zukisa Fono on board the E3 

Programme. Zukisa has shown all the qualities of a real entrepreneur, and 

his tenacious determination has won over the entire Hermanus Branch staff. 

Zukisa`s brand, Ghetto Manskap, has shown tremendous potential. Ghetto 

Manskap produces a range of fashion bags that are enormously popular 

in the townships and has historically struggled to keep up with demand 

for his bags. Through our work with Zukisa we hope to ensure that Ghetto 

Manskap is able to grow organically without the consistent constraint of 

finance and cash flow barriers. Zukisa also offers custom design services 

and supplements his business with repairs to garments and equipment.

The success story of our endeavours to date must certainly be Gilberts 

Catering. Gilbert, the entrepreneur with a dream, who manages the Odd 

Cup Coffee shop in Hermanus, has grown his business substantially over 

the last year. Learn to Earn has facilitated a number of lucrative contracts 

for Gilbert in the Hermanus area, including a catering contract for the 

students of the local Curro private school and regular catering business 

from the South African National Space Agency. Gilbert’s business has 

surpassed our wildest expectations and remains firmly on track to lead the 

way for the entrepreneurs who will follow in his footsteps. 

The E3 Programme continues to be inundated with potential entrepreneurs 

who seek assistance to realise their dreams and as we grow the capacity of 

the programme, we hope to assist more entrepreneurs to not only achieve their 

dreams but also to make a real sustainable difference to their communities.

Christopher Rutledge

E³ Facilitator 





The Feel Good Project is a joint venture between TFG (The Foschini 

Group) and LtE (Learn to Earn). The Feel Good Project’s vision and 

mission is to be financially sustainable while training and developing 

unemployed people with skills associated with the retail industry.

”For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to 

prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a 

future.”  Jeremiah 29:11 (NIV)

tfgp tRaDIng
During the 2011 trading year we have yet again exceeded our expectations 

relating to our projected targets.

- Trading period  2010-2011 = R4,663,715 m vs. trading period 

 2011-2012 = R5,926,062 m

- A 27% increase on turnover compared with the previous year 

 (see financials for further details).

The phenomenal sales achieved during this period were as a direct result of 

the overwhelming support of several trading divisions within TFG. 

tfgp tRaIneeS
During the period under review, fifty (50) previously unemployed 

individuals joined the project, of which over 55% have been become 

economically active after the initial tfgP training period. For most, the time 

at the tfgP is a life changing experience. This is illustrated by what some of 

our learners have had to say:

Sibongiseni Tsusana - employed as Sales Associate at Fashion Express 

Promenade Mall

“My time at tfgP has really been a feel good experience, I enjoyed the 

training but will always remember how special management made us feel 

and the confidence they instilled in us, even though we had no experiences 

and I felt intimidated by POS, they believed in us. I now believe I can 

achieve anything given a fair chance and opportunity. Thank you tfgP”

Nolufefe Gatyeni - employed as Sales Associate at Fashion Express 

Gugulethu Square

Nolufefe completed her internship at Fashion Express in Eikestad in 

Stellenbosch, travelling involved three exchanges with cost of approximately 

45% of her wages. Nolufefe was determined to make a success of her tfgP 

experiences. Says Nolufefe “I have this opportunity, if I pass it up, who will 

give me another? This job provides the basic necessities for my family 

The Feel Good Project (t fgP)
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and sustains our living, I am very grateful to TFG and the project for the 

contributions made in my life. ” Her hard work and perseverance resulted 

in a permanent job in her home town of Gugulethu 

Fikiswa Ngamlana - employed as a Consultant in the Financial Services Sector

“When I started at the Feel Good Store I didn’t know anything about 

retail. I was intimidated as it was my first time in a retail environment, but I 

was very excited to start with the training and was happy because I soon 

learned how to sell and to communicate with different customers. I am 

grateful to have this experience and have now skills which no one can take 

away from me, I am able to go into any retail or selling environment to 

provide for my family.”

Tamara Sitole - employed as a Sales Associate at Foschini Golden Acre

“I have long since realized my passion for people, but it was only at 

the tfg project that I had the opportunity to intensify this passion. I thank 

Helen Magazi and Asanda Fokazi for the endless hours of coaching and 

training me. Because of their support I am more positive towards life and 

my circumstances.”

Anelise Nonali - employed by TFG Logistics Tygerberg Distribution Centre 

Customer Returns

“I have become an integral part and member of my team in the customer 

returns section. I am grateful for the opportunity afforded me. I believe I 

can walk into any logistic company and be successful given the training and 

experiences gained at the project and TFG Tygerberg Distribution Centre.”

In May 2011, The Feel Good Store celebrated two years of successful 

trading. To mark the occasion we ran an in store promotion, giving 

customers free goodies with selected purchases. 

tfgp gRaDuatIon - DeCeMBeR 2011
Our second year graduation was a joint celebration with LtE. What an 

experience it is to witness our graduates’ growth and confidence as 

individuals speaking so boldly on the podium.

Says Nompumelelo Qayi Warehouse trainee “being part of this team has 

meant the world to me, I am grateful to tfgP and TFG for the opportunities 

afforded me. I thank Ronald Takavenga my team leader for his role and 
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guidance, when I struggled with certain training concepts he never gave up 

on me. Thank you for making me feel special, you will always have a part 

in my heart.”

I would like to thank the various TFG companies concerned for their 

continued support and contributions to the project.

I am proud to acknowledge the tfgP staff and students for your contributions 

towards changing lives for good, Helen Magazi, Nobom Ntsutswana, 

Cynthia Mamvura, Ronald Takavenga and Asanda Fokazi.

We also acknowledge God for his faithfulness, continual blessings and 

favour on all of us at the tfgP project.  

To God Be the Glory

William Bent 

tfg Project Manager
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FInanCIaL
RepoRt
2011-2012

The figures presented in this report are based on our audited financial 
statements as at 31st March 2012. These statements are available on request.

The table highlights the financial statistics for the three 
Learn to Earn organisations for the financial year.
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Financial Year 
to 31 March 2012

LtE Training LtE BRC tfg Project

total operating Income R 7,978,964 R 2,096,602 R 5,993,792

total expenditure R 6,805,858 R 2,376,607 R 5,188,178

net (Deficit) / Surplus R 1,173,106 R (280,005) R 805,614

average Monthly expenditure R 567,155 R 198,050 R 432,348

Cash and Bank Balances R 3,349,731 R 155,093 R 1,434,916

Staff Complement at year end 26 4 4
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Funding from South African based donors for operational and training costs 

increased from R4,6 million in 2010/2011 to R5,4 million in the period under 

review. Enterprise Development funding increased by 33% to R563,000. 

The balance of operating income, an amount of R2 million - 25% of our total 

income - comprises LtE Association Fees, Course Fees, Fundraising Events, 

Rent and Interest Received and tfg Project Management Fees.

Funds in our UK account and in our Section 501 C3 Not-for-Profit Co. in the 

USA amounted to R376,000 at the financial year end.

Expenditure increased by 15% compared with the previous year, due 

mainly to an increase in Enterprise Development expenditure and Staff costs.

LeaRn to eaRn BuSIneSS ReSouRCe CentRe (BRC) 
Total income was R2,096,602 which is an increase of 37% over the 

previous year’s figure, reflecting the value of Sewing and Abalone 

contracts completed. 

Expenditure increased by 27% to R2,376,607 due to higher sewing 

material and labour costs, in line with the level of contracts undertaken. This 

resulted in a deficit of R280,000 compared with a R332,000 deficit the 

previous year. These deficits are funded from the LtE Training general funds

.

tHe FeeL gooD pRojeCt (tFgp)

The tfg Store in Claremont completed its third year of operation, having 

opened in May 2009 and continued to show healthy growth during the 

financial year. Most of the project’s operating income is generated from 

this store, with occasional sales being held at LtE Khayelitsha and at the 

warehouse. Income for the year increased by 27% to R5,993,792 from 

R4,663,715 for the previous period. Cost of Sales increased by 22% and 

Learn to Earn Training

In the balance sheet, land and buildings are 
valued at R16,124,712 for the Khayelitsha and 
Hermanus training centres. The Claremont 
office has been revalued at R1,950,000 
following an assessment by a property expert. 
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expenditure by 19% to R2,608,356 and R2,579,822 respectively, leaving 

a surplus of R805,614 for the year. 

InCoMe anD expenDItuRe anaLySIS
The graphs show income and expenditure figures for each of the Learn to 

Earn organisations for the last three financial years.

Brian Low

Finance Manager
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Income Analysis
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MoRe tHan R100,000

British American Tobacco SA 

Lombardi Trust 

Old Mutual Foundation

Estate - late Kathleen Raines 

Rennie Property Management Cape (Pty) Ltd

Rupert Onderwysstigting

Shell South Africa Marketing (Pty) Ltd

The Rolf-Stephan Nussbaum Foundation

Transnet SCO Ltd

R21,000 - R100,000

OFyt Marketing and Communication

Aquilon (Pty) Ltd

Barrs Pharmaceutical Industries CC

Cape Town International Airport, 

Airports Company South Africa

Cebano Consultants 

Church of the Holy Spirit

Crede Oils (Pty) Ltd

Edu Letu Global Recruitment Partner 

Lewis Stores (Pty) Ltd

Meadowridge Baptist Church

Mergon Foundation

Onrus NG Kerk

Round Up Foundation

Signet Licensing and Marketing

The Cape Town Toiletry Company

The David Graaff Foundation

Tullow South Africa (Pty) Limited 

USS Graphics

Learn to Earn Sponsors & Donors 2011-2012
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R1,000 – R20,999

Albrecht Machinery (Pty) Ltd

Car World Panel Beating

Christ Church Kenilworth  

Elan Polo SA (Pty) Ltd

Exim International (Pty) Ltd

Fountainhead Design and Advertising (Pty) Ltd

Frantic Digital 

Frantic Visual Communication 

GetOn Foundation

Gray Trust 

Icon Beauty

Infestation

InfoBlueprint (Pty) Ltd

InterMarketing

Lexinfo CC

Loewenstein Trust

Lou Orr Trust

Mathers Trust

Mothwa Haven

Nu-Line Elevator Products

Omega Art

PBA Specialised Equipment (Pty) Ltd

PIC Solutions

Pinelands Presbyterian Church

ProBlue Project Management 

Prof G Everingham Trust

Project Services Group

Rawden Associates (Pty) Ltd

Saunders Trust

Schwarz Trust

St Johns Church Wynberg

Technical Finishes (Pty) Ltd

TFG Foundation

Trade Ocean Shipping Services (Pty) Ltd

UCS Solutions

Uthando (love) SA

Vicitude Business Solutions (Pty) Ltd

William Holmes Family Trust

FInanCIaL DonatIonS FRoM InDIvIDuaLS

Direct debits

Through the LtE Coffee Shops 

Errol Kimbrey birthday celebration 

Give as you Earn & CAF SA

Joyce Jones Memorial Service

Judy Everingham birthday celebration 

Local & Foreign Donors (USA, UK, Irish, Dutch) 

Sean Lavery Comrades Marathon Sponsorship

Stewardship Services (UK)

SponSoRSHIp oF LeaRn to eaRn 

goLF Day 2012 at De ZaLZe goLF eState

Adidas, Africa Geographic, Arabella Hotel 

& Spa, Ciro Beverages, Cape Town Toiletry 

Company, De Zalze Golf Club, Deetlefs Estate, 

Dischem – Claremont, Distell, DMKC Insurance 

Brokers, Dongola Guest House, Ecco Tours, 

Exim Spices, Hamilton Russell Vineyards,  
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Henry Tayler & Ries, Ina Paarman, Indigo 

Cosmetics, Le Creuset, Ocean Basket, Pam 

Golding Properties, Pick n Pay Family Store 

Plumstead, The Pro Shop, Ramsay Media, Really 

Great Brand Company, Rose Foundation, South 

African Rugby Union, Swagg, Towers Watson; 

The Foschini Group - @home, Exact, Markham, 

Total Sports, TFG Head Office; Tiger Wheel & 

Tyre, Stellenbosch, Windsor Hotel, Wines with 

Heart

SponSoRSHIp oF tHe LeaRn to eaRn 
DInneR & QuIZ 2011 at oLD MutuaL 
pIneLanDS 

Bliss at the Andros, Bon Courage Estate, 

Ciro, Deetlefs Estate, Devon Valley Hotel 

and Spa, Exclusive Hire, Freeline Screen 

printing, Mike Mills, Old Mutual Corporate 

Property Management, Peninsula Beverages, 

Perdeberg Winery, Ramsay Media, SABMiller 

Western Cape, The Caterer - Hugh Nourse, 

The Tablecloth Hiring Company, the feel good 

Project (tfgP) 

otHeR non-FInanCIaL ContRIButIonS

Amperzand Advertising / OFyt

Appletiser 

Cape Saw Mills

Cape Town School of Photography 

Dorrington Matthee Consulting cc

Dpb printers 

Jacques Hau Clothing

J.R. Clothing

L.A. Sharpening

Pick n Pay Hermanus

P.G. Bison (Pty) Ltd

Professional Risk and Asset Management

Rutherfords

Sanbaai Country House 

Schulphoek Guest House 

Spar Hermanus

The Foschini Group 

Truworths

University of Stellenbosch Art Gallery

Umthawelanga

Windsor Hotel Hermanus 

Wolanani

Learn to Earn Sponsors & Donors 2011-2012
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Staff

Paul Sturrock
association Coordinator 

Vuyokazi Mnukwa-Ngogodo
Zakhele Manager, Khayelitsha  

(from aug 2011) 

Leeanne van Vuuren
Zakhele Manager, 

Hermanus

Babalwa Madikane 
Business & Life Skills trainer, 
Khayelitsha (till Dec 2011)

 

Noludwe (Helen) Magazi
tfg Store trainee Manager

Babalwe Madikane
Reception & admin assistant, 

Khayelitsha

Nomvuyiso Ngindana
Receptionist & admin 
assistant, Hermanus

Andrew Lane
BRC Manager, Khayelitsha 

(till Dec 2011) 

Susan Wishart
general Manager

Jenny Bresick
Discipleship

(till Dec 2011)

Terri Caswell
pa to BRC manager, 

Khayelitsha

Brian Low
accounts Manager

William Bent
tfg project Manager

Roché Van Wyk 
Director

Loretta Burgess
Sewing School 

Manager, Khayelitsha

Mandisa Melelo
Sewing School 

trainer, Khayelitsha
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Sibongile Skenjana
Computer trainer, 

Khayelitsha

Nomfuzo Gawulekapa
Sewing Instructor, 

Hermanus

Nobom Ntsuntswana
tfg project Repairs 

Centre

Lesley-Anne James
Hermanus Branch 

Manager

Thandiwe Sikiti 
Zakhele Manager, 

Khayelitsha

Aleksandra Jablonska
Donor & public Relations 

Manager

Barbara Lipp
pa to Director

Yolande Fransman 
Bake for profit national 

training Manager

Leslie Grimwood
Woodwork trainer, 

Khayelitsha

Christopher Rutledge
e3 Facilitator

Ntombizodwa Ndlovu
Zakhele Supervisor, 

Khayelitsha

Sarel Pieterse
It & Maintenance

Molly Mapendere 
Financial & Risk 

assessment officer

Noziphiwo Jack
Computor trainer

(from august 2011)

Matthew Clement 
Coffee Shop Manager 
& trainer , Hermanus

Nicole Bekker
Consumer Science 
trainer, Hermanus

Martin Isaacs
Khayelitsha Branch 

Manager

Esaias Calitz
graphic Design 

trainer, Khayelitsha
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